Compact Cloud Detection with Bidirectional Self-Attention Knowledge Distillation
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Abstract: The deep convolutional neural network has made significant progress in cloud detection. However, the compromise between having a compact model and high accuracy has always been a challenging task in cloud detection for large-scale remote sensing imagery. A promising method to tackle this problem is knowledge distillation, which usually lets the compact model mimic the cumbersome model’s output to get better generalization. However, vanilla knowledge distillation methods cannot properly distill the characteristics of clouds in remote sensing images. In this paper, we propose a novel self-attention knowledge distillation approach for compact and accurate cloud detection, named Bidirectional Self-Attention Distillation (Bi-SAD). Bi-SAD lets a model learn from itself without adding additional parameters or supervision. With bidirectional layer-wise features learning, the model can get a better representation of the cloud’s textural information and semantic information, so that the cloud’s boundaries become more detailed and the predictions become more reliable. Experiments on a dataset acquired by GaoFen-1 satellite show that our Bi-SAD has a great balance between compactness and accuracy, and outperforms vanilla distillation methods. Compared with state-of-the-art cloud detection models, the parameter size and FLOPs are reduced by 100 times and 400 times, respectively, with a small drop in accuracy.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of remote sensing technology, many remote sensing images (RSIs) with high resolution can be obtained easily, and have been widely used in the fields of resource survey, disaster prevention, environmental pollution monitoring, urbanization studies, etc. [1,2]. However, as nearly 66% of the Earth’s surface is covered with cloud [3], most RSIs encounter different levels of cloud contamination, which not only degrades the quality of RSIs, but also results a waste of storage and downlink bandwidth in satellite. With the on-board cloud detection, the cloud fraction in the image can be calculated, so that the cloudy image is removed before transmission, and the image with no cloud or less cloud fraction is transmitted, improving transmission efficiency and data utilization. As a result, it is important to develop compact and accurate cloud detection for practical applications.
Traditionally, thresholding based methods [4–10] and machine learning based methods [11–18] are widely used in cloud detection, because they are simple, effective, and fast in calculation. Thresholding methods select proper thresholds of physical characteristics (e.g., radiances, reflectances, or brightness temperatures) or other derived values (e.g., normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)) over several spectral bands to detect cloud regions. Typical methods include AVHRR Processing scheme Over Land, Cloud and Ocean (APOLLO) algorithm [5], automatic cloud cover assessment (ACCA) algorithm [9], Function of Mask (FMask) algorithm [7]. However, some high-resolution remote sensing imageries, e.g., GaoFen-1 imageries and ZY-3 imageries, have only three visible bands and one near-infrared band, which makes it difficult for thresholding methods to separate cloud from some non-cloud bright objects, especially snow and ice. In recent years, many machine learning methods, such as K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) [11], Markov random field [12], neural network [16], and support vector machine [15] (SVM), are used in cloud detection. Compared with thresholding methods, machine learning-based methods have distinct advantages in extracting more robust high-level features from images and improving the detection performance. However, they heavily rely on the manually designed features, which requires sufficient prior knowledge and makes it difficult to accurately capture the cloud features in the complex environment.

Benefiting from the development of deep convolutional neural network (DCNN), many high accuracy methods have been proposed in semantic segmentation, such as Deeplab [19–22] and PSPNet [23]. Cloud detection aims to label the cloud region at the pixel level, which is an essentially semantic segmentation task. Inspired by the success of DCNN in semantic segmentation, deep learning-based cloud detection methods [24–32] have been proposed, and have also achieved significant performance. Deep learning-based cloud detection methods [24–32] can automatically discover the proper representations of clouds and effectively combine semantic information and spatial information to achieve high accuracy and detailed boundaries. For example, the authors of [33] take into account both the spectral and the spatial context of the concurrent four-channel imagery and shows great performance. The authors of [34] proposed a method of optimizing sample patches selection of network to improve the performance of cloud detection network. Besides, they can be trained end-to-end without manual intervention. However, existing deep learning-based methods usually utilize complex network structure to obtain high accuracy, which is too cumbersome and resource-consuming in realistic application scenarios. To simplify the cumbersome structure of DCNN, some lightweight models have been proposed in computer vision, such as ResNet-18 [35], ENet [36], and MobileNet [37]. They are compact and resource-saving. However, directly applying them to cloud detection task tends to get low accuracy and produce coarse results. In recent years, there is a way to combine the advantages of cumbersome and compact model to effectively make a compromise between lightweight and high accuracy, which is called knowledge distillation [38–46].

Knowledge distillation is a method to improve the performance of a compact model by transferring knowledge from the cumbersome model, where a compact model is defined as student model and a well-trained cumbersome model is defined as the teacher model [38]. In general, knowledge distillation can be divided into two categories: teacher–student (T–S) methods [38–42] and self-distillation methods [43–46]. For T–S methods, a compact student model learns the behavior of a cumbersome teacher model to acquire better generalization. For self-distillation methods, the network learns from itself to enhance the performance. In cloud detection task, as there are only two categories, i.e., cloud and background; T–S methods [38–42] tend to make the student model only distill little knowledge from inter-class similarity of teacher’s softened outputs. On the contrary, the self-distillation method [43] performs better in this case. Besides, as no teacher model is required, the training efficiency of self distillation method is higher. However, in the current self-distillation method, SAD [43], as shown in Figure 1a, the entire attention maps of lower layer mimic that of higher layer. This loses the attention information of the lower layer and degrades the representation of textural information of the clouds, causing coarse boundaries of clouds.
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Figure 1. The illustration of the detection pipeline. (a) Self-Attention Distillation (SAD) is a self-attention distillation method. It introduces a layer-wise attention distillation within the network itself to improve the performance of the model. (b) Bidirectional Self-Attention Distillation (Bi-SAD) is our bi-directional attention distillation method. It uses the bottom-up textural information distillation to get more detailed cloud boundaries and the top-down semantic information distillation to get more reliable predictions.

In this work, we propose a novel bidirectional self-attention distillation (Bi-SAD) method for compact and accurate cloud detection. It can get more reliable cloud detection results by reinforcing representation learning from itself without additional external supervision. As illustrated in Figure 1b, Bi-SAD presents a bidirectional attention maps learning, which contains two mimicking flows—forward semantic information learning and backward textural information learning. To get more reliable predictions, the semantic information of lower block mimics the semantic information of deeper block during the forward procedure. Meanwhile, to get more detailed boundaries, the textural information of deeper block learns the textural information of preceding feature block in the backward procedure. By introducing Bi-SAD, the network can strengthen its representations and acquire a significant performance gain.

Above all, the main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.

1. We present a novel self-attention knowledge distillation framework, which is called Bi-SAD, for compact and accurate cloud detection in remote sensing imagery. Compared with other deep learning-based cloud detection methods, our method greatly reduces the parameter size and FLOPs, making it more suitable for practical applications.
2. To enhance the feature learning of the cloud detection framework, we design a bidirectional distillation way, which is composed of backward boundaries distillation and forward inner distillation, to get detailed boundaries and reliable cloud detection results. Moreover, we systematically investigate the inner mechanism of Bi-SAD and analyze its complexity carefully.
3. We conduct sufficient experiments on Gaofen-1 cloud detection dataset and achieve a great balance between compact model and good accuracy. Besides, the time point of introducing Bi-SAD and the optimization of parameters are carefully studied in the distillation process, which further improves the performance on cloud detection.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Bi-SAD framework in details. In Section 3, we describe the dataset and present experiments to validate the effectiveness of our proposed method. In Section 4, we discuss the results of proposed method. Finally, Section 5 gives a summary of our work.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, we describe our method in detail. The framework of Bi-SAD is presented in Section 2.1. The detailed generation of semantic attention map and textural attention map is discussed.
in Sections 2.2. Section 2.3 presents the specific implementation process of Bi-SAD. Section 2.4 gives the complexity analysis of Bi-SAD.

2.1. Overview

The overall framework of our proposed Bi-SAD is shown in Figure 2a. It is a general distillation method and has no strict requirements on backbone. In this paper, we use ResNet-18 [35] as the backbone to illustrate our method. We denote the conv2_x, conv3_x, conv4_x, and conv5_x of ResNet [35] as block1, block2, block3, and block4, respectively.

The attention map in Figure 2b,c shows where the network focuses and is based on the attention transfer operation [42]. Considering that the boundaries area of the attention map contains more textural information and the inner area contains more semantic information, we define the boundaries area of attention map as textural attention map, and the inner area of attention map as semantic attention map, respectively. We define Mask B and Mask I as the binary mask of the boundary area and the inner area of the prediction, respectively. The top row of Figure 2a represents the layer-wise top-down attention distillation, where the semantic attention map of preceding block to mimic that of a deeper block, e.g., block3 $\xrightarrow{\text{mimic}}$ block4 and block2 $\xrightarrow{\text{mimic}}$ block3, and the bottom row of Figure 2a represents the layer-wise bottom-up attention distillation, where the textural attention map of higher block to mimic that of a lower block, e.g., block2 $\xrightarrow{\text{mimic}}$ block1 and block3 $\xrightarrow{\text{mimic}}$ block2.

We get our ideas from the following facts. First, when a cloud detection network is trained properly, attention maps of different layers would capture rich and diverse information. Second, directly conducting full feature attention map mimicking would unavoidably introduce some noise from background areas where there are snow, buildings, coast lines, roads, etc. Finally, the deeper layer has more powerful semantic information, which is of vital importance to classify the clouds, and the
lower layer has more detailed textural information, which is helpful to get accurately localization and
detailed boundaries. Considering that it is better to mimic a region-based attention map and integrate
the semantic information and textural information in the network learning, we design a bidirectional
self-attention distillation.

2.2. Generation of Attention Map

As depicted in Figure 2a, for the boundaries of the clouds and the inner area of the clouds,
we design a backward learning flow and forward learning flow, respectively. First, we need to get the
attention maps through the attention mapping function. Let us denote the activation output of the
n-th layer of the network as \( A_n \in \mathbb{R}^{C_n \times H_n \times W_n} \), where \( C_n \), \( W_n \), and \( H_n \) represent the channel, width,
and height, respectively. The attention map is generated by mapping function
\[ F : \mathbb{R}^{C_n \times H_n \times W_n} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{H_n \times W_n} \].

The absolute value of each element in attention map indicates the importance of the element on
the output. As a result, we can design a mapping function via computing statistics of these values
along the channel dimension. More specifically, we design a mapping function by summing the
squared activations along the channel dimension. We denote \( F_{\text{sum}}^2(.) \)
\[ F_{\text{sum}}^2(A_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{C_n} |A_{ni}|^2 \], \hspace{1cm} (1)
as the mapping function.

The framework of the generation of textural and semantic attention map can be seen in
Algorithm 1. In the following, we demonstrate the generation of textural attention map and semantic
attention map in detail.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Generation of textural and semantic attention map.}
\textbf{Input}: The feature maps of Block1, Block2, Block3, Block4, \( A = \{A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4\} \); The prediction result \( R \);
\textbf{Output}: The textural attention maps \( T = \{T_1, T_2, T_3, T_4\} \); The semantic attention maps \( S = \{S_1, S_2, S_3, S_4\} \);
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\STATE \textbf{Step1:} Generate Masks
\STATE 2: Extracting the boundaries of \( R \);
\STATE 3: Get Mask \( B_0 \) by expanding the boundaries of \( R \);
\STATE 4: Get Mask \( I_0 \) = \( R - B_0 \);
\STATE \textbf{Step2:} Get Textural and Semantic Attention Maps
\FOR {Block \( i \in \{1, 4\} \)}
\STATE 6: \( B_i \leftarrow \text{Downsample Mask} \ B_0 \) to match the spatial size of \( A_i \);
\STATE 7: \( I_i \leftarrow \text{Downsample Mask} \ I_0 \) to match the spatial size of \( A_i \);
\STATE 8: \( T_i = F_{\text{sum}}^2(A_i) \cdot B_i \);
\STATE 9: \( S_i = F_{\text{sum}}^2(A_i) \cdot I_i \);
\ENDFOR
\STATE \textbf{return} \( T, S \);
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

2.2.1. Textural Attention Map

We use Mask \( B \) and the attention map to generate the textural attention map. For each individual
image, as shown in Figure 3a, first, we use Laplace Operator to extract the boundaries of the prediction
as shown in Figure 3c. Then, we use morphological expansion method to expand the boundaries and
term it as Mask \( B_0 \), as shown in Figure 3d.
Figure 3. The generation of Masks. (a) Input image. (b) Prediction result. (c) Edge of the prediction result. (d) Boundaries area of attention map. (e) Inner area of attention map.

Figure 2c shows the generation of textural attention map: for Block i, it first generates attention map by mapping function, and then generates textural attention map by using attention map to multiply the downsampled Mask B_i (the downsampled Mask B_i refers to downsampling Mask B_0 to match the spatial size of feature map A_i). We can see from Figure 2c that the textural attention map contains not only the boundaries of the big clouds, but also some small pieces of the clouds, and in these areas, the network needs refined textural information to capture detailed boundaries of clouds.

2.2.2. Semantic Attention Map

We use Mask I and the attention map to generate a semantic attention map. For each single image, as shown in Figure 3a, we use the prediction subtracting Mask B_0 to generate Mask I_0, as shown in Figure 3e.

Figure 2b shows the generation of semantic attention map: for Block i, similar to the generation of textural attention map, it generates semantic attention map by using attention map to multiply the downsampled Mask I_i (the downsampled Mask I_i refers to downsampling Mask I_0 to match the spatial size of feature map A_i). As shown in Figure 2b, semantic attention map contains the inner area of the big clouds, and in these areas, the network needs strong semantic information to make a reliable prediction of clouds.

2.3. Bidirectional Self-Attention Knowledge Distillation

The whole training procedure can be divided into two stages, i.e., the network training itself and adding Bi-SAD to training. In the former stage, the network does not capture useful information very well, and therefore these layers that previous layer want to mimic, i.e., the distillation targets are of low quality. Therefore, the network needs to learn by itself. When the detection network is trained to a reasonable level so that the distillation targets capture useful information, we add Bi-SAD to training. Here, we assume the network half-trained to 5000 epochs.

We term the forward semantic information learning as Inner-SAD, and the backward textural information learning as Boundary-SAD. The framework of the training procedure of Bi-SAD can be seen in Algorithm 2. In the following, we discuss the training procedure of Bi-SAD in details.

In order to obtain the semantic information and textural information acquired in Inner-SAD and Boundary-SAD, we set an attention transformer after each of block1, block2, block3, and block4 of the backbone, which is termed as AT-TRANS. As shown in Figure 2a, we use the black dotted line to represent the procedure of attention transformer. There are several operations in the attention transformer: First, we use \( F_{\text{sum}}^2(A_n) \) to get the 2D attention map from 3D tensor \( A_n \). Second, as the size of original attention maps is different from that of targets, we utilize bilinear upsampling \( B(\cdot) \) to match the spatial dimensions. Then, we acquire area-of-interest by multiplying downsampled Mask B or downsampled Mask I. In Inner-SAD, we use the downsampled Mask I_n (Mask I_n represents the Mask I of Block n), denoted as \( M_{in} \) to generate the semantic attention map, and in Boundary-SAD, we use the downsampled Mask B_n (Mask B_n represents the Mask B of Block n), denoted as \( M_{bn} \), to produce the textural attention map. Finally, we use the normalization function \( N(\cdot) \) to normalize the vector above. AT-TRANS is represented by a function:

\[
\Omega(A_n, M_{jn}) = N(B(F_{\text{sum}}^2(A_n) \cdot M_{jn})).
\] (2)
where $M_ju$ represents $M_{in}$ or $M_{bn}$.

**Algorithm 2** Bidirectional self-attention knowledge distillation.

**Input:** The semantic attention maps $S = \{S_1, S_2, S_3, S_4\}$; The textural attention maps $T = \{T_1, T_2, T_3, T_4\}$;

**Output:** Forward distillation loss $L_{inner}$; Backward distillation loss $L_{boundary}$;

1. **Step1:** Inner-SAD
2. Initialize $L_{inner} = 0$
3. for $i \in [1, 3]$ do
4. Upsample $S_{i+1}$ to match the spatial size of $S_i$;
5. Normalize $S_i$ and $S_{i+1}$;
6. $L_{inner} = L_{inner} + L_2(S_i, S_{i+1})$;
7. end for
8. **Step2:** Boundary-SAD
9. Initialize $L_{boundary} = 0$
10. for $i \in [2, 4]$ do
11. Upsample $T_i$ to match the spatial size of $T_{i-1}$;
12. Normalize $T_i$ and $T_{i-1}$;
13. $L_{boundary} = L_{boundary} + L_2(T_i, T_{i-1})$;
14. end for
15. return $L_{inner}, L_{boundary}$

2.3.1. Inner-SAD

As shown in Figure 2a, the red dotted line at the top represents the flow of forward semantic information learning. During the forward mimicking procedure, the semantic attention map of lower block mimics the semantic attention map of higher block, e.g., block3 $\text{mimic} \rightarrow$ block4 and block 2 $\text{mimic} \rightarrow$ block3. A successive top-down layer-wise distillation loss, whose direction is forward, is formulated as follows,

$$L_{inner} = \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} L_d(\Omega(A_n, M_{in}), \Omega(A_{n+1}, M_{in+1})),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $L_d$ is usually defined as an $L_2$ loss, and $\Omega(A_{n+1}, M_{in+1})$ is the target of the top-down layer-wise distillation loss.

2.3.2. Boundary-SAD

Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 2a, the red dotted line at the bottom represents the flow of backward detailed boundaries information learning. During the backward learning procedure, the boundaries attention map of deeper block learns the boundaries attention map of preceding feature block, e.g., block2 $\text{mimic} \rightarrow$ block1 and block3 $\text{mimic} \rightarrow$ block2. A successive bottom-up layer-wise distillation loss, whose direction is backward, is formulated as follows,

$$L_{boundary} = \sum_{n=2}^{N} L_d(\Omega(A_n, M_{bn}), \Omega(A_{n-1}, M_{bn-1})),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $L_d$ is usually defined as an $L_2$ loss, and $\Omega(A_{n-1}, M_{bn-1})$ is the target of the bottom-up layer-wise distillation loss. Besides, as blocks represent conv2$_x$, conv3$_x$, conv4$_x$, and conv5$_x$ of ResNet [35], $N = 4$. We do not assign different weights to different Bi-SAD paths, although it is possible. Besides, considering that the attention maps of adjacent layers are semantically closer than those of non-neighboring layers, we perform mimicking the attention maps of the adjacent layers successively instead of any other paths (e.g., block 2 $\text{mimic} \rightarrow$ block4, block3 $\text{mimic} \rightarrow$ block1).
The overall training loss of the detection model is

$$L = L_{gt} + \lambda_1 L_{inner} + \lambda_2 L_{boundary}. \quad (5)$$

where $L_{gt}$ is the standard entropy loss, and $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are the distillation loss weight balancing factors.

2.4. Complexity Analysis of Bi-SAD

In order to evaluate the efficiency of our Bi-SAD, we analyze its complexity for the distillation operation. The computational cost of Bi-SAD mainly includes the generation of attention maps and the learning process. The cost of the former and the latter are $O_1$ and $O_2$, respectively,

$$O_1 = W_1 H_1 C_1 + W_2 H_2 C_2 + W_3 H_3 C_3 + W_4 H_4 C_4, \quad (6)$$

$$O_2 = W_1 H_1 + W_2 H_2 + W_3 H_3 + W_4 H_4, \quad (7)$$

where $W_1$ and $H_1$, $W_2$ and $H_2$, $W_3$ and $H_3$, and $W_4$ and $H_4$ are $1/4$, $1/8$, $1/16$, and $1/32$ of width and height of the original input image, respectively, and $C_1 < C_2 < C_3 < C_4$.

By analysis, we can get the calculation complexity of Bi-SAD:

$$O = O_1 + O_2 < 4W_2 H_2 C_4 + 4W_2 H_2 = 4W_2 H_2(C_4 + 1). \quad (8)$$

In addition, compared with T–S methods, our Bi-SAD has a lower calculation complexity of the distillation operation, which can significantly reduce storage space and increase computing speed. Specifically, the method in [40] reaches $O(WH N + 8W H(C + 1))$, the method in [41] reaches $O(W^2 H^2(C^2 + 1) + WHN)$, and our Bi-SAD only reaches $O(4WH(C + 1))$, where $C$ represents the number of channels in feature map; $N$ represents the number of classes; and $W$ and $H$ represent the width and height dimensions of feature map, respectively.

3. Experiments

In this section, we comprehensively evaluate the proposed Bi-SAD on GaoFen-1 satellite images. Specifically, we first present description of experimental details. Then, we discuss the performance of Bi-SAD qualitatively and quantitatively. Finally, we also conduct a comparative experiment with the state-of-the-art distillation models and deep learning-based cloud detection models.

3.1. Experiments Settings

3.1.1. Dataset

In order to quantitatively evaluate the performance of our method, we use the public accessible GaoFen-1 dataset released by Li et al. [8] in the experiments, where there are three visible bands and a near-infrared band. The images were acquired from May 2013 to August 2016 in different global regions [8]. The resolution of the image is 16 m. The whole dataset contains 108 globally distributed scenes and covers different clouds types and land cover types, including water, urban areas, forest, barren, and ice/snow. Thus, we can have a comprehensive test of our method under different conditions. There are only clouds and background in our experiments, where small clouds, broken clouds, thick clouds and thin clouds are all marked as clouds, and background, clear-sky, cloud shadow, and other non-cloud bright objects are marked as background, as shown in Figure 4. The whole 108 scenes whose sizes are 10,000 $\times$ 9000 pixels are divided into training set (87 scenes) and testing set (21 scenes), according to the proportion of 8:2. Both the training set and test set contain the clouds of different sizes, shapes, and levels of cloud coverage and background of various scenes. The training set and testing set are cropped into 41,434 slices and 10,359 slices, and the size of each slice is $513 \times 513$ pixels.
3.1.2. Network Design

In the experiment, we evaluate the performance enhancement of our proposed method on a popular compact model, i.e., ResNet18 [35]. More specifically, to further increase the speed and reduce the amount of parameters, we denote the vanilla ResNet18 as $1 \times$ model, and directly halve channels of each layer to obtain the $0.5 \times$ model. Then halve again to obtain the $0.25 \times$ model, and the $0.25 \times$ model has a smaller model size than the vanilla ResNet18 by 41.75 MB.

Baseline Setup. We utilize the $0.25 \times$ ResNet18 as the backbone, and we employ $32 \times$ bilinear upsampling to predict, which is a very simple FCN [47] alike semantic segmentation model. We use the simple yet general model to verify the wide universality and the great generalization of our proposed method.

3.1.3. Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the model in terms of accuracy and efficiency.

For quantitative evaluation of the detection accuracy, we use mean intersection over union ($mIoU$), $F_1$ score, overall accuracy ($OA$) [47] as the measurement. Notably, a large $F_1$ score suggests a better result. Besides, $mIoU$ and $OA$ that indicates overall pixel accuracy, are also calculated for a comprehensive comparison with different models. Let $p_{ij}$ be the number of pixels of class $i$ predicted to belong to class $j$, and $k$ be the number of classes. We calculate $mIoU$, $OA$, and $F_1$ with the following formula,

$$mIoU = \frac{1}{k+1} \sum_{i=0}^{k} \frac{p_{ii}}{\sum_{j=0}^{k} p_{ij} + \sum_{j=0}^{k} p_{ji} - p_{ii}},$$

$$OA = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{k} p_{ii}}{\sum_{i=0}^{k} \sum_{j=0}^{k} p_{ij}},$$

$$precision = \frac{CP}{DP}, \quad recall = \frac{CP}{GN},$$

$$F_1 = (1 + \beta^2) \cdot \frac{precision \cdot recall}{\beta^2 \cdot precision + recall}, \quad \beta = 1.$$  

where $CP$ is the number of pixels correctly detected as cloud, $DP$ is the total number of pixels detected as cloud, and $GN$ is the number of cloud pixels in ground truth.

For quantitative evaluation of the model efficiency, we use execution time [48], the model size and the calculation complexity [41] to measure. The execution time is represented by the inference time of the network. We input the slice with $513 \times 513$ pixels resolution of the whole testing sets, and calculate the average time of each image as the inference time. The model size is expressed in
terms of the number of network parameters. And the calculation complexity is represented by the sum of the floating-point operations (FLOPs) in once forward on a fixed input size.

3.2. Training and Testing Details

Our experiments are performed on one RTX-2080Ti GPU with PyTorch 1.1. During the training procedure, the input image is the slice with $513 \times 513$ pixels. In order to prevent overfitting, some data augmentation methods are applied, such as random scale, random horizontal, and vertical flipping. The stochastic gradient is selected as the optimizer for our experiments with a momentum of 0.9. We use a “poly” learning rate policy [20] in training with a base learning rate of 0.002 and a power of 0.9. Loss weight balancing factors $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are empirically set as 0.5 and 0.5, respectively. We train our network from scratch for 30,000 iterations with a batch size of 40. For the method of without knowledge distillation approach, the total loss is cross-entropy loss between prediction and ground truth. For the methods based on T-S knowledge distillation and SAD, the total loss is cross-entropy loss [47] plus distillation loss.

During the stage of test, we keep the original resolution of image instead of resizing it to a fixed size, and all of our test results are keeping the same scale. In our experiments, we use the method of sliding window detection to implement the inference for every whole image. In details, the size of the sliding window is the same as the input size in the training stage, i.e., $513 \times 513$ pixels.

3.3. Ablation Studies

In this section, we investigate the effects of Boundary-SAD and Inner-SAD. Besides, we also show the experiments of parameter optimization.

3.3.1. The Effect of Boundary-SAD

In order to capture cloud details more accurately, we add Boundary-SAD to the baseline model. Table 1 shows that there is a 1.28% enhancement in mIoU. As shown in Figure 5, after adding Boundary-SAD, the predictions of boundaries of clouds and small piece of clouds are more accurate. Boundary-SAD gives the model a better ability to capture details in clouds.

![Figure 5](image-url) Visual comparison of the results for details in clouds. Training with Boundary-SAD, the network can capture details more accurately. (a–c) Mix of small cloud and big cloud. (d) Mix of big cloud and thin cloud. (e,f) Small piece of clouds.
Table 1. The results of training baseline model with our proposed distillation methods. +Boundary-SAD denotes training the baseline model with Boundary-SAD. +Inner-SAD denotes training the baseline model with Inner-SAD. +Bi-SAD denotes training the baseline model with Boundary-SAD and Inner-SAD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>IoU Background</th>
<th>IoU Cloud</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
<th>OA</th>
<th>$F_1$</th>
<th>Params(MB)</th>
<th>FLOPs(G)</th>
<th>Execution Time(ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our baseline</td>
<td>0.9547</td>
<td>0.7333</td>
<td>0.8440</td>
<td>0.9597</td>
<td>0.9115</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.7238</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Boundary-SAD</td>
<td>0.9573</td>
<td>0.7563</td>
<td>0.8568</td>
<td>0.9623</td>
<td>0.9197</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.7238</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Inner-SAD</td>
<td>0.9615</td>
<td>0.7666</td>
<td>0.8641</td>
<td>0.9658</td>
<td>0.9241</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.7238</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Bi-SAD</td>
<td>0.9628</td>
<td>0.7779</td>
<td>0.8703</td>
<td>0.9672</td>
<td>0.9281</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.7238</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2. The Effect of Inner-SAD

To make more reliable predictions, we add Inner-SAD to the baseline model. Table 1 shows that the improvement of mIoU is 2.01%. As shown in Figure 6, after introducing Inner-SAD to the network, the results present less misclassified pixels than baseline model. Inner-SAD gives the model a better ability to distinguish between snow/ice and clouds.

![Figure 6](image-url) Visual comparison of the results for tough cases with snow/ice. Training with Inner-SAD, the network can better separate cloud from non-cloud bright objects, such as snow and ice. (a) Wide range of ice. (b,c) Snow. (d,e) Wide range of snow. (f) Mix of ice, snow, and clouds.

Besides, as shown in Table 1, our method achieves a high accuracy of 96.72%, with small model size, low calculation complexity, and fast inference time. When Bi-SAD is added to baseline, the network performance has been further improved, i.e., a 2.63% gain in mIoU, without increasing the amount of parameters, computational complexity and inference time. It proves that our method of combining forward semantic information learning and backward textural information learning is effective.

3.3.3. The Effect of Mimicking Direction

To investigate the effect of mimicking direction on performance, we reverse the direction: for the boundaries region of the cloud, the lower layers mimic higher layers, and for the inner region of the cloud, the higher layers mimic lower layers. It decreases the performance of the baseline model from 84.40% to 83.52%. This is because low-level attention maps contain more textural information, i.e.,
details and high-level attention maps contain more high-level semantic information. Reversing the mimicking direction will inevitably hamper the learning of the crucial clues for the cloud detection.

3.3.4. Parameter Optimization

During the generation of the masks, we use Laplace Operator to extract the boundaries, and use morphological expansion method to expand the boundaries to acquire the Mask $B$ (Section 2.2), where there is a hyperparameter, i.e., the expansion iteration. Besides, we assume a half-trained model before we introduce Bi-SAD to the training. In this study, we did the experiments to find the fitting hyperparameter.

The hyperparameter of the masks. Figure 7 shows the resulting mIoU of the varying expansion iteration, and we can see that when the iteration is larger than 7 (iteration > 7), the performance of the Bi-SAD is lower than baseline. This is because as the expansion iteration grows, the boundaries of clouds will grow in Mask $B$ and the center region of clouds will decrease in Mask $I$, which may cause Mask $B$ contains more center region of clouds. If the boundaries and inner area represented by Mask $B$ and Mask $I$ are not accurate, the textural information and semantic information will not be learned very well. As a result, when the iteration is larger than 7, the performance will drop a lot. As shown in Figure 7, the results show that the value of 3 turns out to be optimal, and in the experiment, we use 3 as the expansion iteration to generate Mask $B$.

![Figure 7](image-url)  

**Figure 7.** The resulting mIoU of the varying expansion iteration. The expansion iteration is the hyperparameter in Mask $B$ and Mask $I$.

The time point to add Bi-SAD. Here, we research the time points to add Bi-SAD. As shown in Table 2, we can see that different time points of adding Bi-SAD almost converge to the same point, and 5000 is relatively better. We think that this it caused by the quality of the distillation targets produced by later layers and the optimization speed. In the earlier training stage, as the distillation targets produced by later layers are of low quality, this may introduce some noise to training. In the later training stage, the quality of the distillation targets is well, but as the learning rate drops, the optimization speed is slow. Besides, we find that after introducing Bi-SAD to network, the network has a more rapid speed of convergence. In the experiments, we add Bi-SAD to training when the network trained to 5000.
Table 2. Performance of adding Bi-SAD on the baseline model at different training epoch. The epoch of 5000 is the optimal, the others almost convergence to a same point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
<th>OA</th>
<th>$F_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>0.8440</td>
<td>0.9597</td>
<td>0.9115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.8649</td>
<td>0.9654</td>
<td>0.9242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.8653</td>
<td>0.9656</td>
<td>0.9257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.8675</td>
<td>0.9658</td>
<td>0.9263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>0.8688</td>
<td>0.9660</td>
<td>0.9267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.8703</td>
<td>0.9672</td>
<td>0.9281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td>0.8695</td>
<td>0.9664</td>
<td>0.9272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td>0.8681</td>
<td>0.9659</td>
<td>0.9266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000</td>
<td>0.8663</td>
<td>0.9660</td>
<td>0.9259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000</td>
<td>0.8651</td>
<td>0.9652</td>
<td>0.9256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0.8637</td>
<td>0.9650</td>
<td>0.9239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Comparison with The State-of-the-Art Distillation Methods

In this section, we make a comparison between our Bi-SAD with state-of-the-art self distillation method and T-S distillation methods.

For T–S distillation methods, we denote the $1.0 \times$ ResNet18 with $32 \times$ upsampling as the teacher model and denote the baseline model as the student model. Two state-of-the-art T-S distillation methods are selected in this experiment, named zero+first [40] and pixel+pair [41]. For self distillation method, we make a comparison between our Bi-SAD and SAD [43].

The results are shown in the Table 3. We find that after training with our Bi-SAD, the student model almost reaches the same performance as the teacher model and even better on mIoU and $F_1$, and our Bi-SAD also outperforms the state-of-the-art distillation methods, which proves that our Bi-SAD is more powerful in cloud detection. Besides, as shown in Figure 8, as the teacher model is required to be trained well in advance in T–S methods, comparing with T–S methods in terms of the training time, the amount of parameters, and GPU memory usage, our Bi-SAD is more efficient in the training phase.

Table 3. Comparison of the state-of-the-art distillation methods in [40,41,43] with ours. The segmentation is evaluated by mIoU. “Zero” in the third row of the table represents the pixel-wise $L_2$-norm distillation method in [40]. “first” in the third row represents the local similarity distillation method in [40]. “Pixel” in the fourth row represents the pixel-wise probability mimicking method in [41]. “pair” in the fourth row represents the global pair-wise distillation in [41]. “SAD” in the fifth row represents the self-attention distillation method in [43]. “Bi-SAD” in the last row represents our self-attention learning method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
<th>OA</th>
<th>$F_1$</th>
<th>Params (MB)</th>
<th>Training Time (h)</th>
<th>Execution Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-S method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>0.8675</td>
<td>0.9674</td>
<td>0.9263</td>
<td>44.89</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>6.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>0.8440</td>
<td>0.9597</td>
<td>0.9115</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero+first [40]</td>
<td>0.8460</td>
<td>0.9591</td>
<td>0.9129</td>
<td>47.74</td>
<td>18.57</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel+pair [41]</td>
<td>0.8606</td>
<td>0.9650</td>
<td>0.9229</td>
<td>47.74</td>
<td>17.27</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-distillation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline+SAD [43]</td>
<td>0.8624</td>
<td>0.9653</td>
<td>0.9231</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline+Bi-SAD</td>
<td>0.8703</td>
<td>0.9672</td>
<td>0.9281</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8. Comparison of self-distillation method (our Bi-SAD) and Teacher–Student distillation method [41] in terms of parameters (measured by M), training time (measured by h), and GPU memory (measured by MB). It can be seen that SAD [43] requires $17 \times$ less parameters, $2 \times$ less training time, and reduces GPU memory usage by 40%.

Further, as shown in Figure 9, we can see that (1) with the forward mimicking and the backward mimicking in Bi-SAD, the high-level attention map not only contains rich semantic information, but also incorporates textural information, which is vital to make a precise prediction. (2) After adding self-attention distillation, attention maps of the network become more explainable. Because the shape of attention maps are getting closer to the shape of the cloud, this also shows that the network focuses on the clouds, so the performance is better. And this phenomenon is more obvious in Bi-SAD than SAD.

Figure 9. Predictions and attention maps of baseline model with and without self-attention distillation. When Bi-SAD is added to baseline model, the shape of attention maps and clouds are more similar, and the predictions are more precise.

3.5. Comparison with The State-of-the-Art Deep Learning-Based Cloud Detection Approaches

To comprehensively evaluate the proposed method from the model parameter amount, speed, and accuracy, we make a comparison with the state-of-the-art deep learning-based cloud detection models including MFFSNet [24], CDNet [27], PSPNet [23], DeeplabV3+ [22], and MF-CNN [25],
as shown in Table 4. Figure 10 quantitatively shows the accuracy, parameters, and FLOPs of these methods; we can see that although there exists as small difference in performance, our method has fewer parameters, lower calculation complexity, and faster inference speed. Specifically, by comparing our method with the current highest precision MFFSNet, the parameter size and FLOPs are reduced by 100 times and 400 times, respectively, with a small drop in accuracy, and the speed is increased by ~7 times. It also shows that our method is more conducive to practical application.

Table 4. The comparison of state-of-the-art cloud detection methods with ours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>OA</th>
<th>F$_1$</th>
<th>Params (MB)</th>
<th>FLOPs (G)</th>
<th>Execution Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFFSNet [24]</td>
<td>0.9819</td>
<td>0.9601</td>
<td>279.04</td>
<td>286.079</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDNet [27]</td>
<td>0.9795</td>
<td>0.9567</td>
<td>295.26</td>
<td>387.392</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSPNet [23]</td>
<td>0.9783</td>
<td>0.9526</td>
<td>268.63</td>
<td>290.190</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeeplabV3+ [22]</td>
<td>0.9780</td>
<td>0.9543</td>
<td>246.38</td>
<td>268.454</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF-CNN [25]</td>
<td>0.9765</td>
<td>0.9507</td>
<td>56.39</td>
<td>126.112</td>
<td>8.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline+Bi-SAD</td>
<td>0.9672</td>
<td>0.9281</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.7238</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. The accuracy, parameters, and floating-point operations (FLOPs) of different deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) on the GaoFen-1 cloud detection dataset, including our method, MFFSNet [24], CDNet [27], PSPNet [23], DeeplabV3+ [22], and MF-CNN [25]. The FLOPs are represented by the size of corresponding labels (circle or triangle in the picture), which means the bigger the label, the larger the FLOPs. Compared with the state-of-the-art deep learning based cloud detection models, our method uses fewer parameters and FLOPs to achieve comparable performance.

Besides, Figure 11 qualitatively shows that our method performs well in the scene of forest, roads, water, and coastline, and can accurately capture thin clouds, small piece of clouds, and boundaries of clouds. Moreover, as shown in Figure 11, we can see that in big clouds, thin clouds, small pieces of clouds, and broken clouds our network has a competitive performance with the state-of-the-art cloud detection models.
Figure 11. Visual comparisons of cloud detection results of GaoFen-1 image with our method, MFFSNet [24], CDNet [27], PSPNet [23], DeeplabV3+ [22], and MFCNN [25]. (a) Spliced visual cloud detection results of GF-1 image (GF1_WFV2_E105.8_N24.3_20140723_L2A0000305784). (b) Spliced visual cloud detection results of GaoFen-1 image (GF1_WFV4_E109.6_N18.5_20140510_L2A0000286067).

4. Discussion

The experimental results in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 prove that the proposed method can effectively improve the performance of cloud detection network, our method has a performance enhancement over other distillation methods and the training efficiency of our method is higher. There are several reasons: First, through our proposed two mimicking flows—forward semantic information learning and backward detailed textural information learning—the model indeed enhances its representation of clouds, so the performance is improved. Second, in terms of cloud detection, compared with existing T–S distillation methods, the self-distillation method can more effectively capture useful information through self-attention mechanism. Third, as the distillation information of our proposed method comes from different layers of the network, no teacher model is required, so the training efficiency of our proposed method is higher.
Although our method achieves a good balance between accuracy and speed, the accuracy of the model needs to be further improved. We think the reason may be that the limited parameter amount limits the feature learning ability of the model to some extent.

We will investigate how to design a network structure with a small amount of parameters and low computational complexity, but with strong feature extraction capabilities to further improve the performance and speed in our future work.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we propose a novel bidirectional self-attention distillation method for compact and accurate cloud detection. Our method takes full use of the information of low-level and high-level attention map to improve the representation learning of DCNN-based cloud detection models. Experiments based on the GaoFen-1 cloud dataset demonstrate that our method outperforms other state-of-the-art distillation methods and achieves a great trade-off between accuracy and speed. Extensive experiments and analysis demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. In future work, we will pay more attention to further improving the accuracy of the cloud detection model with limited parameters.
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